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If this dist ante is small, then the chance that the chain is in a set A is close to T(A), uniformly. The techniques described below give fairly sharp bounds on convergence in terms of the size I*I, and the geometry of a graph with vertex set X and an edge from x to y if lvf(z, y) >0. 3. We conjecture that order n log n steps are necessary and suffice for any reasonable metric (e.g., 2. la).
At present, the best that can be rigorously proved is that order n! steps suffice and order n log n steps are necessary. Thus let Abe a finite connected subset of the lattice Z2. Let % = {z : A~222}. We think of Zz = {+1}
and X as the set of two colorings of the sites in A. If {+} is replaced by {O, 1}, we may think of an element of % as a picture. Let s be a two-coloring of the boundary of A (points in Z2 -A at distance 1 from points in A). This is a specified set of boundary conditions.
The Ising model is a probability distribution on X specified by
where the first sum is over neighboring pairs in Z2 with one or both of i, j in A and the second sum is over i in A. Here /3 > 0 is called inverse temperature and h, -m < h < m is called the external field strength.
With~, h,s fixed, (3.1) is a well specified probability measure on %. 
The best constant will be denoted C* in the sequel. with u c Rd. Let h(r) = rn-lf(ru) be defined on LU. This is a log concave function of r if~is log concave.
The following assumption says that the tails of~are at the boundary of B(R). 
REMARKS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
This result is remarkable even in fixed dimensions for a Gaussian density. Then it basically says that a natural algorithm converges exponentially fast, in a useful sense, that is, with good constants.
In high dimensions, observe that the constants do not get bad.
The above is a special case of the arguments. This section treats two classes of low-dimensional examples: probability distributions on a low-dimensional grid with nearest neighbor random walk "metropolized" to the given stationary distribution.
Recall that nearest neighbor walk in a grid of side length n takes order n2 steps to reach stationarity in any fixed dimension. If the target distribution has an exponential (or faster) fall off from a central peak, our analysis shows that the Metropolis chain reaches st ationarit y in order n steps. This is the fastest possible:
the chain has to travel order n steps to go between opposite corners of the grid. If the target distribution has polynomial fall off from a certain peak, the analysis shows that order n2 steps are necessary and suffice to reach stationarity.
The analysis is described in some detail as an illustration of geometric methods described in section 4
above.
In the exponential case, one novelty is the use of different weights in the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
This suggestion of Alan Sokal is shown to give improved results.
In the polynomial case, the Nash inequalities 
The main result is the following bound for the second eigenvalue of the chain: PROPOSITION 6.1. Assume (6. 1-6.3). Then, the second eigenvalue of the chain satisfies
REMARKS:
Thus the eigenvalue is bounded away from 1 uniformly in the size of the state space. This will be used to show that order n steps are necessary and suffice for total variation convergence.
PROOF:
The argument uses the path techniques of [ ] in a novel way. We have with the min taken over non-constant~, varj =~~Z~(f(z) -f(y))2 T(.z)m(y) and the Dirichlet form -,
for x < y,~ZV = (~, x + 1, z + 2,~. . . y). The same path is used backwards to connect y to z. Then,
The inner sum will be bounded by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Usually, this is done with weights taken as 1 which gives a factor of IYCY 1. The novelty here is to use weights depending on the stationary distribution. Thus n(i) rises linearly from 1.
The Metropolis chain becomes
The following result shows that the walk (6.6) reaches stationarity in order n2 steps. This is the same rate as the base chain. It is natural to ask whi~h of these procedures works best. 
